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RADIATIONQAMAGE CALCULATIONS WITH NJOY

Robert E. MACFARLANE, Douglas W. MUIR, and F. W. NANN*

Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico, U.S.A.

Atomic displacement, g3s production, transmutation, and nuclear heating can all be calculated
with the NJOY nuclear data processing system using evaluated data In ENDF/B format. Usinq
NJOY helps assure consistency between damage cross sections and those used for transport, and
NJOY provides convenient interface formats for linking data to application codes. Unique
features of the damage calculation include a simple momentum balance treatment for radiative
capture and a new model for (n, particle) reactions based on statistical model calculations,
Sample results for iron and nickel are given and compared with the results of other methods.

1. INTRODUCTION

Damage to materials caused

diation is expected to be an

consideration in fusion power

by neutron irra-

importmnt design

reactors, There

are many radiation effects that may cause dam-

age, including direct heating, gas production

(for example, helium ●mbrittlement), transmu-

tation, and the production of lattice defects.

All of these quantities can be calculated

easily and consistently using modules of the

NJOY nuclear data processing system1,2 toge-

ther ‘iith@valuated nucl~ar data from ENOF/R-

V,3

This paper will concentrat~ on the calcula.

tion of nuclear recoil, which produces the lat-

tice def~cts Th? methods used in the current

HEATR module of NJOY will be described, and a

new treatment of charged-particle emission will

be p!upospd. Finally, the results will b~ com-

pared with other raditltion damage calculations.

2> TH[ NJOY SYSTEM

Tht NJOY nuclear data processing system1,2

processes almo!t all the typ~s of date given in

ENOF/B3 into tha form of continuous-energy or

nultigroup cross toctions for neutrons and

photons, ar,d cross-section crvarianccs, Tha

*Westinghouse Hanford [nglnsering Dcv@lopment
Laboratory, Rlchland, Washlnqton, USA.

results can be supplied in a variety of for-

mats. Although NJOY is a large system (almost

50 000 card images), it is made simpler by the

modular structure sketched !n Fig, 1, The

RECONR module reconstructs continuous-energy

cross sections from ENDF/B resonancv parameters

and nonline,lril~terpolationschc,,,es,BROADR is

used to Doppler broaden these results. and

HEATR is us~d to add heat-production (terms)

and damage-energy prod~ction cross sections.

These po{nt-ellergyENDr-fornlatresults (PENOF)

can then be converted to Monte-Carlo format or

aieraged over ●nergy groups (GROUPR), Not

shown are modules for thermal scattering

(THERMR), unresolved en?rgy--ange cross sec-

t{ons (UNRESR), photon interaction cross sec-

tions (GAMINR), covariances (ERRORR), and

v~r{ous in~ ‘ and output formats (l#JOER,OTFR,

CCCCR, MATXSR, POWR, COVR).

With thfs structure, it Is QQSy tn add n?w

inlorrnatfon such as heatfng or damage to the

PENDF ffl~, The new data can then be reformat-

ted or group averaged Just Ilke any th~r cross

section. Then, the h~ating and damage numbers

can ba used for celculatton’,in continuous-

●n@rgy Monte-Carlo codes such as NCNP4 or in 5N

transport codes such an 0NEOANT.5 Combining the

damaqe calc~latton with the other cros~ s~ction

procatsino tasks 1% convenf~nt, but mora impor-

tantly, it h~lps to assure con$lste!~tybetween
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Sim~lif’ed structure of the NJOY nuclear data
rsrocessingsystem,

the damage and heating C-OSS sactions and those

used for neutron and photon transport

3 DISFLACEMZNT DAMAGE

A large cluster cf lattice defects can be

produced by the primary reco:l nuclms of a nu-

clear reaction at it slows down in the lattice.

It has been shown that there is an tmpirical

correlation betmen the numb?!’ of displaced

atoms per lattice atom (DPA) and various proper-

ties of mettls such os elasticity. Th@ number

uf displaced atoms dapond% on the total avail.

#ble “danagt” @nergy Ea and the “nergy Ed

requlrertto displace an atom from itt lattice

pusition. EIQcau.srtho @vailablftonrrgy is used

up producinu pair~,

A wid. ran~c of Ed lla]u~~of 25 to 75 ●v is
6,7

raported in tl:a literature@, H[ATR calcu-

lates Ea ●nd multiplies it by the neutron total

cross section to obtain the damage-energy pro-

duction cross saction. Ea depends on the

re:oil energy ER and the pa-tition of recoil

●nergy between ●lectronic excitations and atom-

ic motion, The partition function used in NJOY

was given hy Robinsone based on the electrc c

screening theory of Lindhard:9

P(E) = ‘R
3/4 ,(2)

1 + FL(3.4008c1’6 + 0.40244c + c)

if ER z 25 ●V, and P(E) = O otherwise. in Eq.

(2), ER is the primary recoil energy and

c = ‘R’EL ‘
(3)

2/3+2;/3;’2 (AR+AL)/AL ,
‘L = 30’724 ‘RZL(ZR

(4)

o 0793 2?/3 21/2 3/2
L (AR+AL) , (5)

‘L = ~z2/3+z
R ?3)3’4 ‘m

and Zi and Ai refer to the ch,lrgeand atomic

number of the lattice nuclei (1’ and the recoil

nuclei (R), The function behaves like [R at

low racoil ●r,ergies and then levels off at

higher energies. Therefore, the d~magc-energy

production cross section is always less than

the heat production cross section The damage

results are suitable for metals only

At pr?sent, recoil energy distribution> are

not {ncluded in the ENDI files, so they have

tc he ●stimat@d using moc%!ls. For elastic and

two-body discrete-level scattering (ENOFiB d@-

$itinationsMT=2 and MT=51 through 90), thl% call

be done accurately using

((1)



and p is the center-of-mass scattering cosine.

The corresponding damage-eneru production

cross section is then obtained from

D(E) =IY(E) J1 f(E,p)P(ER[E,p])dp , (8)

-1

where f Is the angular distribution of the

scattered neutrons from the ENOF/B File 4.

This integration is performed with a 20-point

Gauss-Legendre quadrature. Discrete-level

reactions with ENDF “LR flags’’--for~xample,

(n,n’)o reactions--are treated in the stuaeway.

The effect of the additional emitted particle

on the recoil spectrum is ignored,

Continuum reactions, such ds the

for (n,n’), give a recoil spectrum

..——
ER(E,E’,p)=~ (E - 2&F’ + E’)

ENDF MT91

, (9)

where E’ is the secondary neutron energy, cnd

p is the laboratory cosine, The damage becomes

D(E) = n(E) !{dE‘ dp f(E,p) g(E+E’) x
o -1

V$JE,E’JJI) , (lo)

where g is the secondary-energy distribution

from ENDF/B File 5. InHEA,, the angular dis-

tribution is taken to be i>otropir, and a f!ur-

point Gaussian quadrature is u$ed for the arlgu-

Iar integration, Fur cnaly;ic representations

of g (SQ? Ref, 3 for details), -n ad~ptlue in-

f,egrat{onto 5X accuracy fs ustd for E’; for

tabul~t~o File 5 data, a traptzoldal integra-

tion {s performed usfng the energy ;r{d of the

evaluation, Th@ same proc~dure fs used for

(n,2fi), (n,nri), etc., with no cccount b@ing

tak~n of any oxtr~ charged particl~t emitted.

lh~ tre@@ents us~d above i~llcftly n@-

gl?ctsd the ●ff*cts of photon momentum; how-

Qv@r, thlrnis not a good as$umptlon for radla-

tiv~ capturo (ENO1/B NTR102) ior !ncid@nt n~u”

tron ener6ies below 25-100 keV. In
I .

where ~ is the

*ron direction

+& *

this czse,

cos@

(11)

angle between the incident neu-

and the emitted photon direc-

tion, If subsequent photons are cmittl!dII,a

cascad~, each one will ●dd am additior.alterm

ofE2 ●nd an additional angle. A complete

averaling of Lq. (11) with respect to P(ER)

Would be difficult (A Monte-Carlo approech is

used in Ref. 7) and would require angular cor-

relations not present in ENDF/B, However, an

estimate for the damage obtained by treating

the neutron “kick” and dll the photon kicks in-

dependently sho~ld !Ilve a conservative upper

limit because

“

7

~~O(t)d(cos@S D(&) +ZO(-&# ~ (12)
yR

Finally, the (n,particle) reactions such as

(I},p)(MT=103) and (n,u) (MT=107) ●re computed

u!ing

~R=& (E*- 2Ja=a COS41~ a[a) , (13)

whm a is the mass ratio of th~ emttt?d par-

ticle to the neutron, E* is fllven by

(14)

●nd th~ particlt ar?r~ [a is approximated as

bqing .q\:al to the sma!ltr of the available

●nergy

or th~ CoulostIborrf~r anergy



,.

‘cb=Qj* ‘in”) J
(16)

where z fs the charge number of the emitted par-

ticle and Z is the charge number of the target

atom, This “delta-function approximation” has

the advantage of avoiding the Integrationover

final energy while still representing the most

important feature of the charge-particle spec-

trum. The angular distribution for the emitted

particle is assumed to be isotropic in the lab.

4. A NEW TREATMENT OF PMRTICLE EMISSION

O,w possible objection to-the NJOY treatment

of radiation damage is the “delta function ap-

proximation” for particles emitted from (n,p)

and (n,a) reactions. Some earlier codes used

simplf, evaporation spectra$’7 The OISCS

code10 follows the method of Kikuchi and

Kawaii>l who employ an @nergy-shifted eva-

poration model

g(E+E’) = C[E’ - K(Z)Ecbl

exp[-(E’ - K(Z)Ecb)/b(E,Z,A)l , (17)

where C is a normalization constdnt, K(Z) is a

function f’tted to data, and u i!, another

fitted function which takes tt,e place of a

nuclear temperature, Spec~’{tally,

TpE+Q-Ecb

‘(E’Z’A)’ m ‘

where p Is the r~duced mass

(18)

of the sy!,tem,Q {s

the Q values for the r~act{on, and a is the nu-

clear level density.

In ordc~ to evaluate the relative merits of

the various mod~ls of particle ●mi$!ion, the

Haus@r-f@shbach computer code HAUSER*512 was

used to calculate thw outgoing proton and alpl,a
$P,ctra frm “,27A,, ~+$6F@- “n+58N,, “+64N,

N+92Ht,, and n+lOOMo, ‘Very good agreement has

bem obtained with such calculations and the

sparke avail lble experimental data, Uting the

results for alwninum and iron, a new fitting

function was found:

g(E+E’~. = C[E’ - f(Z)]

~~~~ E exp [-g(A)E’] , (19)

where

f(z) = 0.1 z protons
0.254 Z alphas , (20)

and

Q(A) = -0,072~A , (21)

58figure 2 shows a comparison for n+ Ni for

14-MeV incident neutrons. For all the cases

stvdied, the new formula gives good agreement

with the calculated values. The new formula

also works better than the formula and param-

eters of Kikuchi and Kawaii, especially for the

cases where E+Q is small compared to the Coulomb

barrier energy,
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FIGURE 2
Cofrpar!sonof different models of the u
spectrum for the ‘nNi(n,a) reaction,

5, COMPARISONS OF RISUITS

A typical total damage-energy pr~d’jction

cross section (eV-barns) is shown in Fig. 3.

The l/v behavior at low energies is the photon

recoil effect discussed above, The sharp onset

of the elastic contribution is ~ue to the 25-@v

threshold for Eq, (2), Fig, 4 shows more detail

for the },lghenergy ran~p important for $u~ior~.

On both graphs, the smooth curves are from NJ(IY

end the (n,particle) absorption reoct{ons w~rr
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FIGURE 3
Col,lparison of total damage energy production
for iron from “old” NJOY (solid) and PISCS
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Components of damage-~nergyproduct~on for Iron
ct high ●nerg{e$, Curves ●re results from “old”
NW, and symbols are values from DISCS1o
(squarus are tottl, tr{angles are fnelastic, and
cii’c.les●r@ evcryth{ng but ●last{c snd tn last{c),

computed with the old treatment. The points

plotted with symbols are multigroup values from

the DISCS codel” and were kindly supplied by L.

R. 61 enwood of the Argonne National Laboratory,

The effects of the new treatment of particle

emission can be seen in Tables I and 11, All

three methods are in reasonable agreement for

(n,p) reactions, but as expected, the new model

gives lower results for (n,a) reactions due to

the Improved treatment of Coulomb barrier pene-

tration. The small effect implies that the

initial ‘Ikick”given by the neutron capture is

more important than the kick from the emitted

particle, which sometimes adds co the recoil

energy and sometimes subtracts. The large

difference for “other” in Table 11 comes from

the (n,n’p) reaction.

TABLE I
Damage Energy Production (keV.barns)

for 14-15 MeV Neutrons on Iron

Reaction DISCS Old N.IOY New NJOY—— ——
(n,p)+(n,d) 23.3 23.3 23.3

(n,a) 12.3 11.6 11.2

elast!c 62.3 63.5 63.5

i elastic 110.0 114,6 114.6

ether 82.1 85.8 e5.e

tots1 2900 298.8 298,!

TABLE 11
Damage Energy Production (keV,barns)

for 1~-15 MeV Neutrons on Nickel

ReactIon

(n,p)+(n,d)

(n,a)

●lastic

inelastfc

other

total

Discs Old NJOY N?w NJOY—. —
41,6 51!9 520

47.9 4582 439

623 634 63<4

64,7 583 58,3

63,5 485 48.4

300.0 267.3 266.0
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The NJOY system provides a convenient way to

compute damage cross section” or DPA that are

consistent with the heating, transmutation,gas

production, and transport cross sections used

for a particular analysis. The results com-

pare well with those of other codes, and pro-

vtda significantly improved results for hlgh-

energy capture reactions.

Remaining shortc~mings include the neglect

of recoil effects from charged particles in

three- and four-body reactions, and the ne-

glect of preequilibrium effects on the a,lgular

distrlkutions of emitted particles. These

e~fects are being attacked with a completely

new approach for adding evaluated recoil spec-

tra to the ENDF/B files.13
—
The NJOY system is available through the

National Energy Software Center at the Argonne

National Laboratory, the Radiation Shielding

Information Center at the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory, and the European NEA OatiiBenk at

Saclay, France. Several preprocessedlibraries

in MATXS format are available on the Magnetic

Fusion Energy Cumputer Center networ,.,and the

damage cross sections can be easfly formatted

for transport codes using TRANSX-CTR.i4
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